ABSTRACT Machine Comprehension (MC) is a challenging and valuable problem in natural language processing domain. The core method of the MC model is to get appropriate context representation to answer query. Query information such as what the query wants to know is injected into context representation by attention mechanism. The attention mechanism utilizes the relationship between query words and context words but ignores the whole semantics of the query, which is significant to understand what the query really wants to know. Inspired by the human's reading process, we propose summarization filter mechanism in order to consider more about the whole query in MC. We obtain a summarization vector of the query to represent its whole meaning and fuse it into the gates of some layers. Our mechanism makes the model to better understand the query and give more precise answer. Our model promotes the baseline model's performance by 0.7 F1 score and 1.1 EM score, which indicates that our mechanism contributes to a decent promotion for MC task.
Reading and understanding text embodies the intelligence of human, and it is also one of the most important goals of natural language processing and artificial intelligence [1] . With the development of deep learning, more and more deep neural network models are proposed for natural language tasks and achieve great performance [2] . However, sophisticated reading comprehension is challenging, because it is related to not only the understanding of the semantics but also background knowledge and even complicated inference. Diversity and complexity of natural language make reading comprehension task difficult even to human. Nowadays many machine comprehension tasks focus on shallow understanding of text, which extracts the shallow semantics and just considers the straightforward inference. High quality machine comprehension datasets, such as CNN/Daily Mail [3] and Children's book Test [4] makes it possible to train an end-to-end deep neural network model [5] [6] [7] [8] . The proposal of SQuAD [9] leads to rising popularity of machine comprehension task, and many excellent models are proposed [10] , [11] , [13] , [21] . Current state of the art models usually use multilevel layers, which could be divided into three types: input layers, fusion layers and output layers. Input layers get the preliminary representation of the context, consisting of word embedding, character embedding and contextual embedding. Fusion layers fuse query information into context representation via the attention mechanism and exploit the relationship among different context parts by self attention mechanism. Based on the advanced representation of context, output layers predict the answer span. Low level semantics flow into high level layers through the hierarchical structure, and finally model gets an appropriate context representation to answer the target query.
For most of current state of the art models, the query is just used for word-matching by attention while the semantics of whole query is not considered sufficiently. The semantic information of the query is introduced via the attention mechanism in interactive layers, and then be neglected. Current state of the art models use attention mechanism to fuse the query into context, which does more on word matching instead of understanding the query. These models will locate the most relevant text span to answer the query. But this word matching pattern may mistake what the query really want to know. Conversely, human beings understand and memorize the whole query semantics and always focus on it through text reading. We propose that machine reading comprehension also need a similar mechanism and our experiments indicates that our proposal is effective.
In this paper, we introduce a summarization filter mechanism to control semantics flow of high level layers, which makes our model consider more about the whole query in the context reading process. The query of reading comprehension task is a short sentence and it has an oversimplified meaning. The context is usually a long paragraph which consists of multiple different semantics parts and only a few parts are tightly related to the query. The summarization filter consists of a summarization vector of the query and a corresponding gate for context. The summarization vector is a self-attentive sentence embedding of the query, which integrates whole semantics of the query. Every context word's vector combines the summarization vector to construct a gate, which controls the context semantics flow to subsequent layers. This mechanism will make every layer's context representation always focus on the query.
Our model is based on BiDAF with self-attention and ELMo [14] . BiDAF is an excellent and compact model for machine comprehension task. We apply summarization filters on self attention layers and output layer. The experiment results show that the summarization filter mechanism contributes to decent promotion though it looks simple. In addition, we use multihops fusion layers to achieve better performance, which contributes to a slight performance promotion. Finally, our model promotes the baseline model's performance by 0.7 F1 Score and 1.1 EM Score, indicating that our proposal is an useful mechanism for multilayer machine comprehension model.
II. RELATED WORK
Machine comprehension is a challenging problem in natural language processing domain. One of the most critical difficulties is the lack of large-scale datasets to train sophisticated deep neural models. In Sep 2016, Rajpurkar et al. [9] released the Stanford Question Answering dataset (SQuAD). SQuAD consists of 100,000 queries as well as the related passages and answers. Passages come from wikipedia, including multiple fields. Unlike cloze test datasets CNN/Daily Mail [3] , the answers in SQuAD is an arbitrary span in the related context. As a high quality dataset, SQuAD is more challenging than previous cloze style dataset, leading to a trend of machine comprehension architectures research [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Since SQuAD was released, many end-to-end deep neural models have been proposed and SQuAD has been the facto standard benchmark in current machine comprehension researches. We also evaluate our model's performance on SQuAD. In May 2018, Rajpurkar et al. [20] released version 2.0 of the SQuAD dataset. The version 2.0 SQuAD is more challenging because it focuses more on the queries which can not be answered. The official SQuAD leaderboard has closed version 1.1 evaluation of test dataset, so we evaluate our model and other related models' performance on the development set of SQuAD version 1.1.
Attention mechanism is the core strategy for current machine comprehension models. Match-LSTM [21] uses dynamic attention to get every context word's query-matching representation. DCN [22] proposes coattention mechanism that attends to query and context simultaneously. BiDAF [23] proposes bidirectional attention and uses static attention to let the attention vectors flow into RNN layer. Residual Self Attention [24] introduces relationship among different parts of context to make the context aware of itself. Ruminating Reader [25] was based on BiDAF and introduced multihops. It amends original query and context representation by summary vector of query-aware context. FusionNet [26] concatenates multiple-level representation and computes multiple-level attention vectors across different layers. Phase conductor [27] uses multiple parallel contextto-query attentions and stacked self-attention layers to obtain more complex representation. Apart from attention mechanism, reinforcement learning and iterative strategy [12] , [13] are also used to enhance model's performance. With the rapid progress of research, many more complicated models integrate multiple methods to achieve better performance, yet the BiDAF model with self attention and ELMo is still competitive among all the models. The newest state-of-art model QAnet [28] also utilizes the bidirectional attention flow with self attention. QAnet uses Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to replace Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) encoder to speed the training process and utilizes data augmentation to gain better performance on the SQuAD dataset. But the models mentioned above focus more on the relations between every context word and every query word. The query words are used for computing attention between context and query and not considered as a whole. When humans read context to answer query, not only the query words' own meaning but also the meaning of the whole query is important. Insipred by this, we proposed the summarization filter mechanism to make our model consider more about the whole query.
Based on the BiDAF model, we propose a new mechanism from new perspective to unearth the baseline BiDAF model's great potential. To consider more about the whole query in machine comprehension task, we introduce summarization filter mechanism to control semantics flow. Summarization vector is a self-attentive embedding of the query sentence and it represents the main semantics of the query. The summarization vector is used as a comparison criteria in filter gate. The context semantics more related to the query will flow more into succeeding layer by the filter gate. While most of current successful methods focus on the context of machine comprehension task, our simple but effective mechanism shows that the machine comprehension model should utilize more semantics of the query.
III. MODEL
Our model is based on the BiDAF with self-attention and ELMo [14] . Bidirectional attention exploits semantics relationship between query and context. Self-attention utilizes semantics relationship among different context parts. ELMo is trainable contextual wording embedding for bidirectional language model. We add summrization filters on VOLUME 6, 2018 self-attention layers and prediction layers and apply multihops to the fusion layers. Previous fusion layer's output is passed to succeeding fusion layer. Outputs of every fusion layer are concatenated to construct final context representation. Every summarization filter layer has its own distinct parameters. The model architecture is shown in Fig. 1 .
A. ARCHITECTURE Our model's architecture can be divided into input layers, fusion layers and prediction layers. Input layers get the preliminary embedding of context and query, containing embedding of language model, word level embedding and character level embedding. Fusion layers fuse the query information into the context and fuse the context into itself, containing bidirecational attention and self-attention. Then the prediction layers predict the answer span based on the comprehensive context representation. The summarization filter mechanism is applied on the self-attention layers and the prediction layers.
1) INPUT LAYERS
We embed characters via Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and obtain a fixed-size vector for each word by max-pooling the outputs of the CNN [29] . Pre-trained word vector GloVe [30] is used to obtain word embedding. The Embedding of Language Model (ELMo) is the output of pre-trained language model neural network [14] . Then the character and word embeddings and ELMo are concatenated to pass to a Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (BiGRU) layer. Then the output of BiGRU is concatenated with the ELMo to constitute a contextual embedding. We have a context representation C ∈ R (2d+2l)×C and query representation Q ∈ R (2d+2l)×Q , where d, l respectively denotes the dimension of GRU layer and ELMo layer.
• represents elementwise multiplication and [; ] represents vector concatenation.
(1)
BiGRU layer is described below, where x t , h t denote the input vector and the output vector of the t-th token, respectively:
The trainable layers' parameters are shared for the context and the query.
2) FUSION LAYERS
As in BiDAF, query-aware context representation G is constructed from C and Q via bidirectional attention flow layer. Then self-attention is applied to the query-aware context representation to get a self-aware representation.
To obtain bidirectional attention, a similarity matrix S is computed, which indicates relationship between each context word and query word. S ij indicates the correlation between the i-th word in the context and the j-th word in the query. The similarity matrix is computed by:
where w S ∈ R 6d+6l is trainable parameter.
•
Context-to-query Attention
The context-to-query attention is the attention-weighted sum of query word encodings. Let a i denote the attention weights of i-th context word on the query words. It is computed by
where S i: is the i-th row of similarity matrix S. Then the attended query vector is
HenceQ ∈ R (2d+2l)×C is the context-to-query attention representation.
• Query-to-context Attention Just like the context-toquery attention, the query-to-context attention is the attention-weighted sum of context word encodings. It indicates the most relevant context words to query and integrates them to get a single vector for the whole context. Let b denote the attention weights. It is computed by
where max row represents getting the maximum for every row. The query-to-context attentionc is computed bỹ
Thenc is tiled C times to get the query-to-context attention matrixC ∈ R (2d+2l)×C . Finally, we combine context-to-query and query-tocontext attention to obtain query-aware context representation G ∈ R (8d+8l)×C by
• Self-attention Bidirectional attention flow computes attention among query and context, which fuses query information into context. It introduces the relevance between each query word and context word. It is obvious that different context parts have some semantic relation. Similarly, the self attention layer introduces the relevance of each context word and the other context words. G is passed to a linear layer to obtain 2d dimensional representation H before it is passed into self attention layer. H is passed to a summarization filter layer and a bidirectional GRU layer to obtain M. The summarization filter layer will be explained in the succeeding subsection III-B.
Let R denote the self similarity matrix, which indicates the correlation between the i-th context word and the j-th context word. It is computed by:
Like the previous bidirectional attention, we compute the context-to-context attention:
M is passed to a linear layer to obtain a 2d dimensional representation X. Then it is added to previous context presentation M to obtain residual self-aware representation:
3) PREDICTION LAYERS
We finally obtain the comprehensive context representation U by fusion layers. Then U is passed to a BiGRU layer to obtain a predicting representation P s and then a feed-forward network predicts the answer start position [31] . Like the self attention layer, before the BiGRU layer, U is transformed by a summarization filter.
To predict the end position, we pass the concatenation of U and P s to another BiGRU and obtain P e . Like previous, the end position is predicted by:
w p s , w p e are trainable parameters. The training loss is defined as the cross entropy of the predicted distributions over the true start and end indices:
where N is the number of examples in the dataset, y 1 i and y 2 i are the true start and end indices of the i-th example, p k is the k-th value of vector p.
B. SUMMARIZATION FILTER
In the reading comprehension task, queries are always simple sentences containing no more than 30 words while the context may contain more than 300 words. The corresponding answer is a short span from the context. The bidirectional attention flow extracts the semantic relations between query words and context words. It reads the context and considers relation to query words via attention. This is a plain idea for reading comprehension because it fuses the query information into the context. But if humans read the context to answer the query, they may understand and memorize the query and always focus on the query in reading process. We assume that it is also an effective mechanism for machine reading comprehension. Context representations should consider more about the query when we obtain high level context representations. We use self-attentive sentence embedding to get a summarization vector of the query. In the interactive layers and predicting layers, the context semantics will be controlled by gate which is constructed by the summarization vector and the context vector. The context word more relative to the query flows more into the higher layer. The gate is a fliter which makes the context representation focus on the query. The summarization vector is the self-attentive embedding of the query and it attends to the whole query sentence.
The filter gate combines the current context word representation and the summarization vector.
x denotes vector of the context word whilex denotes the input of the subsequent layer for the context word, and W z , W g are trainable parameters. The intuition of the filter mechanism is that if the current context word's semantics is more related to the whole query's semantics, the current context word's vector representations should be passed more to the subsequent layer. If the context word's vector representation x is more related to the query's summarization vector s, then the gate g will be close to 1 and most of x will be passed to the subsequent layer. In contrast, most of the nonlinear transformation z will be passed to the subsequent layer. W z is the nonlinear transformation parameters and W g is the gate parameters, while b z and b g are bias items.
The core semantics of query sentence is integrated into a fixed length vector s. It will be remembered and considered when our model extracts relationship among different context parts and predict the answer via gate mechanism.
For different layers which are applied summarization filter, they do not share parameters, which contributes to slight performance promotion than sharing parameters.
The summarization filter is a generic mechanism to apply to multiple layers. In our model, we find it is effective to apply it before the self-attention layers and the predicting layers.
C. MULTIHOPS
When human reads a passage, multiple reading processes may enhance text comprehension. Inspired by this, we propose that multihops fusion layers will promote model performance. Multiple attention layers will obtain more comprehensive context representations. Different level representations have different level semantics meaning, which are all essential for reading comprehension. In every self attention layer, summarization filter is applied before self attention is computed. Finally, we concatenate all the different level representations to predict the answer.
Let U 1 , U 2 , . . . U k represent multiple self attention layers' output. The final context representation is concatenation of them:Û
Multihops is an intuitive strategy to promote model's performance. Multiple reading processes will enhance the understanding for the passages. When human knows more about the text from previous reading processes, human will extract more relations among different text parts. But when human has read the passage sufficiently, more reading processes will not contribute to more comprehension. Multihops is also analogous for neural network model. And more multihops layers lead to more computation cost which will reduce model's efficiency. Considering model's performance and efficiency, multihops 2 or multihops 3 is an appropriate choice.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. MODEL DETAILS
We use regular-expression-based word tokenizer (PTB tokenizer) to process the SQuAD corpus. Our model configuration follows Deep contextualized word representations [14] . We use GloVe word vector and character-derived embedding produced by a convolutional neural network to embed tokens. Embedding of language model(ELMo) is concatenated before and after the shared bidirectional GRU. ELMo's dimentionality is 512 and we use 3 ELMo bidirectional LSTM layers. The hyper parameters of training our model are shown in Table 1 . Table 2 compares development set results of some outstanding models which had published papers. Our model achieves a decent performance among current single models. Our single model achieves an EM score of 79.0 and F1 score of 86.2. Compared to the baseline model(BiDAF + Self Attention + ELMo), our model obtains a apparent promotion of EM (1.1%), F1 (0.7%). The performance promotion indicates that our summarization filter mechanism is valuable to the MC task. Current models fuses query words into context words representation via attention mechanism which applies word-matching between query words and context words. The result shows that it is valuable to consider more about the comprehensive semantics and key meaning of the query instead of only focusing on word matching.
B. PERFORMANCE
C. ABLATION Table 3 shows performances of our model and its ablations on the SQuAD 1.1 development set. To analyze how summarization filters and their components applied to different layers contribute to the model, we run layer ablation experiments. The ablation experiments ablate some components of our model. In Experiment 1, the filter before self attention layers is ablated. In Experiment 2, the filter before prediction layer is ablated. Experiment 3 ablates the summarization vector and the filter becomes a highway layer. Experiment 4 ablates the nonlinear transform in the filter layer. Experiment 5, 6, 7 respectively use 1, 2, 3 stacked fusion layers. Experiment 8 shares summarization vector for all filter in self attention layers and prediction layers. Experiment 9 fuses sum-vector into the nonlinear transform in filter layer. Experiment 10 uses 2 stacked fusion blocks but the summarization filter is only applied to the first fusion block and the prediction layers.
The experiment 6 with 2 stacked fusion layers and do not share sum-vector obtains the best performance. Compared to Experiment 6, Experiment 1 shows that the filter before self attention layer is vital for performance promotion. Experiment 2 indicates that the filter before prediction layer also promotes performance. Experiment 3 and 4 suggest that the summarization vector and nonlinear transform both contribute to the performance promotion of our model. Experiment 5 and Experiment 7 denotes that using 2 stacked fusion layers is the best choice. Experiment 8 shows that sharing summrization vector slightly reduces the performance. Experiment 9 shows that fusing summarization vector into nonlinear transform layer will reduce model's performance. Experiment 10 shows that applying summarization filter to every fusion block will slightly promote model's performance.
V. ANALYSIS A. ERROR RATE
We compare the output of our model's development set and the baseline model. From the confusion matrix of baseline model's output and our model's output, we can obtain that only 16.3% questions cannot be answered by both models while human cannot give exact correct answer to 17.70% questions [9] . Our model effectively extends the baseline model's potential though it also introduces some noises. In the future, how to appropriately balance our model's comprehensive context representation and the baseline model's plain context representation is a valuable problem to explore.
B. PREDICTION COMPARISON
In order to analyze our model's effect on answer predicting, we select some data examples where our model and the baseline model give different answers. We found some typical error examples of baseline model while our model can correctly answer indicating that our proposed summarization filter mechanism can correct some baseline model's error.
1) IGNORING KEY WORDS
In Fig. 2 , ignoring key words in the query leads the baseline model to predict error answer. The baseline model's prediction is ''Arizona Cardinals,'' which is an correct answer if the query key word ''AFC'' is replaced by ''NFC.'' Obviously, the baseline model regards the key word ''AFC'' as an unimportant word and ignores it. In some queries, the key words are significant to answer the queries, because they contain information independent to other query words. As is shown in Fig. 2 , our model could effectively focus on key word ''AFC'' and gives correct answer.
2) UNAPPEARED KEY WORDS
In Fig. 3 , the baseline model gives an error answer ''The Broncos'' because it cannot understand key words ''Most Valuable Player,'' which are vital to answer the query but do not appear in the context. Then the baseline model matching ''Super Bowl 50'' to give answer ''The Broncos.'' However, our model correctly understands and focuses on the unappeared key words and give the correct answer. This indicates our model is stable even the query key words do not directly appear in the context.
C. CONCLUSION
The experiments' performance promotion indicates that our proposal of summarization filter mechanism is effective for machine comprehension task. The summarization filter mechanism make the model understand query better while reading the context. Most of current models just fuse the query into the context by attention which applies word-matching between the query and the context. Our mechanism shows that it is valuable to consider more about the query. The main meaning and the key words of the query are significant to understand and answer the question. What is more, how to use the corresponding context to understand the query better is also a good further research direction to solve text comprehension task. If the model understand the question better, more precise answer will be predicted and some ridiculous answers will disappear. ZHIXUAN ZHANG received the bachelor's degree in telecommunications engineering from the Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, China, in 2017, where he is currently pursuing the master's degree in computer science. His research interests include deep learning, natural language processing, and machine learning. VOLUME 6, 2018 
